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Founded by a Harvard graduate, and based on Harvard learning
principles, Miniversity will build strong academic resumes for students
that speak to their strengths and which earn them entrance into the

world's top colleges and universities.
 

We believe that our students need an academic experience that is fully
oriented to the broad-ranging expectations that define the 21st

century. Miniversity is designed to fulfill that belief.
 

If you had the chance to design a school that prepares students for
the 21st Century what would it look like?

 
Through a globally-minded curriculum and personalized learning,

Miniversity is designed to empower students to become expert learners
and to make a positive impact in their communities and beyond. Our
university-preparatory curriculum is enhanced by unique programs

that offer our students experiences that will truly enrich their lives
and prepare them for the future!   The Miniversity experience is about

rigor, self-directed work, expanding horizons, honing skills and
discipline, and using one’s accumulated knowledge and experience to

formulate independent opinions.
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Explore the Miniversity Advantage!



YOUR CHILD WILL BE A Scholar
With our distinctive approach to personalized learning, Miniversity
students develop valuable intellectual abilities and critical thinking
skills. We do this through:  The University of Cambridge Curricula  |
 Inquiry-Based Teaching | Interdisciplinary Seminars  |  Capstone
Projects  |  Learning Skills Course

University-Ready
Our graduates will stand out to top-choice universities around the
world. We do this through:  Our university-prep focus  |  University
counseling from Year 1  |  individualized extracurricular plan  

our students will collaborate with our network of students and
mentors from across the globe. We do this through:
International Mentors  |  Live Online Classes with Global Experts | 
International Travel

A Leader
our co-curricula programs provide students with opportunities to
build and test their leadership skills, while becoming self-reliant and
disciplined. We do this through:  A Social Entrepreneurship Program  | 
A Sports Mastery Program  |  An Arts Mastery Program  

A global citizen
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